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ADVANCED CENTRE FOR AYURVEDA IN MENTAL HEALTH AND NEURO 
SCIENCES, [CCRAS], NIMHANS, HOSUR ROAD, BANGALORE-560029, 

tunaer C.C.R.A.S., Dept, of AYUSH, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Govt, of India] 
Email :arunimhans@yahoo.co.in Emaihacanimhans. bengaluru@gmail.com 

PHONE: 080,26567546, 26995242, 26995243. Fax:080. 26567546.

F.3-5/2014-15/ACAMH&NS/Equipment./ Date: 28-01-2016

Notification for for the supply Panchakarma Equipments

Sir,
Please furnish your lowest quotation for the following Panchakarma Equipments, addressed to the 

Assistant Director, Scientist-4, Advanced Centre for Ayurveda in Mental Health and Neuro Sciences, NIMHANS, 
P.B.No.2900, Hosur Road, Bangalore-560029, so as to reach on or before 2(3-02-2016, 2.00 pm. Quotation will 
be opened on same day at 03-00 pm.

Please furnish the quotation in a sealed cover super scribing 'Quotation for 'Panchakarma 
Equipments'.

SI.No. Description Qty. Required
1. Wooden Dharapathi [Short Bowl] - On Plain Stand and Dhroni are of 

medicinal wood. The stand is Plain model and costs much lower than other 
designs. [Model -  2]

02 Numbers

2. Dhara Stand -  wooden with decorative bronze vessel - Made from medicinal 
wood. Two legged woth adjustable hook and wheels. Beautiful hand carved. 
Collapsible design to reduce shipping costs. The white Bronze dhara Vessel is 
hand casted. A ball valve gives accurate control of dhara flow.

02 Numbers

3. Steam Bath System [Lying Type ] - This consists of a Teakwood fixed bed on 
wooden stand made of medicinal wood. The chamber is made with wooden 
frame and with translucent, wrinkled FRP Window Panes made of heat 
resistant NPG fiberglass. Heavy duty Electric or Gas Boiler is included. Dual 
Boiler [Gas & Electrical] is optional [Model -  4]

02 Numbers

4. Nasya Chair [Nasya Peeth] - Fully Recycling chair with adjustable head rest, 
for Nasya and Anjana treatments as well. It can also be used as a lounge 
chair. The back rest and seat have teakwood / medicinal wood members. 
The frame can be of PC [Power coated] steel or Stainless Steel. Fittings for 
adjusting system are crome plated.

02 Numbers

5.. Kati basti, Janu basti, Greeva Basti and Akshi tarpana yantras [08 Pieces] - 
These are essential for existing oleation procedures like kati Vasti, Jnu Vasti, 
Greeva Vasti, Uro Vasti etc. in a fast, reliable and economical way compared 
to the usual Gram flour paste method. Edges of the Stainless Steel yantra 
have soft rubber beading. If small gaps appear between this and the body, 
making alay [ included] can be used to fill the gap, with fingers. This clay is 
recyclable. The Std. set consins of one each [exel Uro Vasti] and the Export 
set contains one each for Kati Vasti and Jaanu vasti and one for Uro vasti, 
over the std set, A Nylon Goodie with head string eith head string is supplied 
with the Kit as Akshi Tarpana Yantra, for eye treatments.

02 Sets
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Panchakarma Accessories [18 Items] - These are made of White Bronze 
metal hand casted in traditional shapes and designs. These are dhara-kindi, 
Thannikinnam, Oil Bowl, Thavi, Morter & Pestle, Lotta, Polished Varpu, Nasya 
Yantram, Incence Burner, Nilavilakku [Lamp]. Chattukam, Small Varpu, 
Unpolished Uruli, Pathy kayil, Incence Burner, Kalaba kinnam etc. [Sets of 16 
or 18 essential items]

1. The delivery of the article should be made at the premises of this Centre.
2. Quotation should include of all packing and forwarding expenses.
3. VAT and other Charges should be mentioned separately.
4. Any other terms and Conditions may please be mentioned
5. C & D forms will not be issued and hence full VAT should be charged in the Bill.
6. The undersigned reserve the right to reject the quotation without assigning any reason what


